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**NEW** 
The Father Son Project

Pat Fagan, Ph.D. announces the The Father Son Project, in his
judgment, the most strategic initiative possible for the restoration of

marriage and family.
 Sign up Here 

Read the Blog and Send it to Others

The Brain Develops Differently in the Two Sexes
A 2016 Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort study
of 10,000 youths (8 through 21) found that sex
differences in brain organization emerged during
adolescence, and became more pronounced during
young adulthood.  Females outperformed males from
childhood onward in accuracy and speed across all

three measures of social cognition (identification of and differentiation between
emotions, and age differentiation).

Differences in Brain Development Indicate Complementarity
Between the Sexes

A 2017 literature review of brain and behavior found
consistent sexual differences in neurocognitive
performance, with females doing better on memory and
social cognition, and males on spatial processing and
motor speed.  Sex differences were also prominent on

all major brain parameters, including higher rates of cerebral blood flow in
females vs. higher glucose metabolism in males. It concludes these differences
indicate a complementarity between the sexes that would result in higher
adaptive diversity.
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Sexual Differences Shape Brain Structure and Skew Sex
Ratios of Neuropsychiatric Conditions

A 2014 meta-analysis of sex differences in brain
structure found sustained differences in overall brain
volume between men and women.  On average, males
have larger absolute brain volumes than females.
Brain-region sex differences in volume and tissue

density are found in the amygdala, hippocampus, and insula, areas which are
known to be implicated in sex-based neuropsychiatric differences in autism,
depression, schizophrenia, and ADHD.

Revolutionary Men

The marriage between a man and a woman is the single most important human
relationship. Period. Many have dismissed it, others treat is as optional, and
some have attacked and weakened it. For more than half of American-17-year-
olds the marriage of their parents does not exist.  They pay the price and so will
their children! This absence of marriage is the greatest threat to our
freedoms. Continue Reading...

For More Information about Healthy Marriages, please visit
Marripedia.org
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